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Abstract 

The Runge-Kutta method is a one step method with multiple stages, the number of stages determine order of method. 

The method can be applied to work out on differential equation of the type’s explicit, implicit, partial and delay 

differential equation etc. The present paper describes a review on recent computational techniques for solving 

differential equations using Runge-Kutta algorithm of various order. This survey includes the summary of the articles 

of last decade till recent years based on third; fourth; fifth and sixth order Runge-Kutta methods. Along with this a 

combination of these methods and various other type of Runge-Kutta algorithm based articles are included. 

Comparisons of methods with own critical comments as remarks have been included.  

 

Keywords- Runge-Kutta algorithm, Convergence of method, Implicit-Explicit method, Ordinary and partial 

differential equations. 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 
Several branches of economy, science and engineering frequently contain mathematical models 

of ordinary differential equations (Arora and Pratiksha, 2019). Only on a few occasions these 

differential equations have closed form solution otherwise mostly approximate solutions through 

numerical algorithms arise (Srivastava and Kumar, 2011; Srivastava, 2014). In these numerical 

tools Runge-Kutta method plays a major role. The present paper covers the application of Runge-

Kutta algorithm to solve ordinary differential equations (ODEs). Special emphasis is given on 

different forms of Runge-Kutta method.  

 

This article includes here recent papers based on Runge-Kutta method to solve various 

differential equation systems. The article is structured as follows: Section 2 covers a brief study 

of Runge-Kutta algorithm.  The Section 3 contains the papers having third order Runge-Kutta 

techniques to solve differential equations. Similarly, in Sections 4, 5 and 6 a description of fourth 

order, fifth order and sixth order Runge-Kutta techniques to solve differential equations have 

been summarized. In Section 7, a combination of various order Runge-Kutta techniques is 

discussed. In Section 8, papers based on several types of Runge-Kutta methods are included. At 

the end in Section 9, the conclusion and future aspects are discussed. 

 

2. Runge-Kutta Method 
Runge-Kutta techniques were introduced around 1900 by C. Runge and M. W. Kutta. Then after 

passage of time this method took a major role in the study of iterative methods based on explicit 

and implicit which applied to solve ODEs through temporal discretization. 
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C. Runge, by completing his famous paper, developed the method of approximating Euler to 

enhance this scheme which could provide great accuracy, Runge’s work was developed by Heun, 

(1900) and by Kutta (1901). 

 

It is not known for a given order p what should be the number of stages s in general. The base of 

the scheme is expressed as 
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which is difference between the values of y  at (n)t to 1)+(nt  and where swi '  are constants and 
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This is the consistency relation of R-K method .1,
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3. Application of Third Order R-K Method 
(i) The convergence of Euler’s method is considered by (Kanagarajan and Sambath, 2010) to 

improve the ODE problem in a higher convergence of order O(h3) (Ma et al., 1999). It was a 

development over (Abbasbandy and Viranloo, 2002) algorithms to solve fuzzy based differential 

(Seikkala, 1987). They have considered  
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Process produces Backward Differentiation Formula (BDF) format and its fusion shape which 

joint together to form an obstruct technique. The process is reformulated into a Runge-Kutta type 

of the same step number 3k  to solve (special or general) initial value problem of ODE.  They 

have used collocation of multistep to redefine the derived hybrid method into continuous form to 

solve ),(' yxfy  . 

 

(ii) An explicit 3rd order Improved R-K algorithm was described by (Rabieu and Ismail, 2011). 
They have mentioned that the order of method can be increased through Taylor’s series 

expansion. To increase the efficiency of the method minor amount of function evaluations is 

required. The broad form in two stages (s = 2) is described below 
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(iii) In 2009, Ababneh with Ahmad and Ismail introduced a new scheme of solving IVPs by R-K 

methods (Ababneh et al., 2009). In this method using harmonic mean and approximations of 'f  

they replaced evaluation of f .The author considered 
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The Taylor series expansion of 1k  and 2k  have been used in (1) to obtain an expression of 
1ny  

(Ademiluyi and Babatola, 2001). The authors also proposed the stability analysis.  

 

(iv) In a study of hybrid fuzzy system, Runge-Kutta Nystrom method of order three over hybrid 

fuzzy differential equations was introduced (Saveetha and Pandian, 2012). Convergence of result 

is stated and discussed the complete error analysis using numerical examples. The fuzzy hybrid 

equation under condition is  

 

1'( ) ( , ( ), , ( )), [ , ], ( )k k k k k ku x g x u x u x x x x u u x                                                              (4) 

 

where ′ stands for Seikkala derivative. 

 

The R-K Nystrom algorithm of third order is developed to solve (4) and it is assumed that the 

solution of (4) satisfies the properties of existence and the uniqueness for every interval ].,[ 1kk tt

Further the authors have replaced the system by a system equivalent to (4) as 
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A Comparison with the Euler (Pederson and Sambandham, 2007) and Runge Kutta Nystrom 

method (Kanagarajan and Sampath, 2010) is discussed in the paper. 

 

(v) In a recent study Runge-Kutta (R-K) 3 stage geometric mean based algorithm is applied on 

autonomous IVP by (Chauhan and Srivastava, 2018). It contains methodology with convergence 

analysis. The accuracy and efficiency is confirmed through numerical illustration. The outputs are 

compared to other techniques and proposed methodology is found efficient. 

 

4. Application of Fourth Order R-K Method 
(i) Fuzzy differential system has become an interesting field these days and the fourth order R-K 

method has been found as a useful technique to unravel such fuzzy differential equation 

(Parandin, 2014). It is applied over 2nd order differential equation 
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which is reduced to second order simultaneous fuzzy differential equation. 
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where 
00 , yx are fuzzy number. Approximate solution of the above equations is found through 

suitable application of R-K technique. 

 

(ii) An algorithm to solve fuzzy initial value problem based on the fourth order R-K method is 

proposed in detail by (Sharmila and Amritharaj, 2013). It was established that in the new method, 

order of convergence is O(h4). This was observed that the proposed method suited very well to 

solve linear and non- linear initial value fuzzy problems. The authors considered the IVP 
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,)( ay and solution is specified by 
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where means includes Contra harmonic Mean (CoM), which involves 
ik , for 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 4, where  
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The fourth order formulae based on Runge-Kutta scheme using Contra harmonic Mean is as 

follows 
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(iii) In 2015, R-K scheme of order 4 was applied to solve some standard initial value problems 

(Islam, 2015). The efficiency and accuracy of the method was checked using numerical examples. 

Error analysis and stability of the method was discussed. The standard form of order 4 method is

 43211
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The convergence of the IVP is intended by  nnn yxye ( where  nxy  is approximate 

solution,
ny is exact solution and 𝛿 depends on the problem. Absolute error is given by .ne

 
 

Remarks 

 To achieve the desired accuracy the step size has to be very small. 

 The numerical results obtained agreed with exact solution to good extent. 

 2D incompressible flow (Kaushik, 2019; Ahuja and Gupta, 2019; Gunwant, 2019; Ramadevi, 

Ramana and Sugunamma, 2019) also have a similar impact in computational fluids. 

 

5. Application of Fifth Order R-K Method 
(i) Jayakumar et al. (2012) have found the approximate solution of fuzzy differential equations of 

Nth-order.  In such approach the equation was based on Seikkala’s derivative with IVP. The 

authors have applied fifth order Runge-Kutta algorithm to approximate the problem under 

consideration. The convergence was described along with the stability of the method. This 

algorithm is applicable to obtain fuzzy solution, which was well justified through certain 

examples. 

 

6. Application of Sixth Order R-K Method 
(i) An efficient sixth order three implicit R-K method has been established by Agam and Yahaya 

to solve initial value problem of first order (Agam and Yahaya, 2014). To derive continuous 

schemes Collocation method was used which has given higher order schemes. In this algorithm 

types of implicit approaches under discussion were 

 

 Singly implicit approach with order 𝑝 = 𝑠 (s = number of stages) 

 Diagonally implicit methods 

 Multiply implicit methods with order 𝑝 = 2𝑠. 
 

Remarks 

 Implicit R-K approach based on Gaussian quadrature have order = 2𝑠, s = number of stages,  

 The propose scheme satisfies Runge-Kutta conditions  .1,
3
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7. Application of Multiple Order R-K Method 
(i) In 2009 Butcher has described how R-K schemes up to 4th order assure precisely the same 

parameters as for a general system of high-dimension (Butcher, 2009). Using the equation 
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for a random technique, each phase rate was calculated from the original rate and the s phase 

derivatives. In this approach only explicit method was considered with summation 𝑗 ≤ 𝑖 − 1. 
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Remarks 

 Order scheme was introduced by Kutta, there was errors in the arrangement of results, 

partially approved by Nystrom (Nystrom and Uber, 1925) and derived explicit fifth order 

methods which is easy (Butcher, 2009). 

 The primary explicit technique of 6th order was established by Huta (Huta,1956). It was 

assumed that eight stages would be necessary.  

 

(ii) An additive Runge–Kutta algorithm of orders varying from two to four has been developed by 

(Liu and Zou, 2006). It was applied to solve some nonlinear system of Ordinary differential 

Equations.  

 

The proposed algorithm is especially applicable for nonlinear PDEs with constraint. Linear ODEs 

(Srivastava et al., 2012) or PDEs may be solved with the proposed method at each time step. 

 

(iii) R-K method of fourth and fifth order was developed for the solution of dependency problem 

in fuzzy computation (Kanagarajan et al., 2014. The equation under consideration was 
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8. Application of Various Other type of R-K Method 
(i)  Gottlieb has presented algorithm to solve hyperbolic PDEs through lines approximations 

using semi-discrete stability of time discretization (Gottlieb, 2005). The author described the 

connection of the time step limit on SSP schemes with the assumption of contractivity and 

monotonicity development of SSP techniques and the recently developed theory. He has also 

considered the optimal explicit SSP algorithms to solve linear problems and nonlinear problems. 

 

(ii) In 2008, two steps accelerated Runge-Kutta method has found its place in literature (Udwadia 

and Farahani, 2008). This method has found to achieve the same order of local accuracy 

efficiently, as for orders three, four, and five; they require only two, three, and five function 

assessments per time stride, respectively. This is observed that R-K method of 3, 4 and 5 order 

require three, four, and six function evaluations per time step of integration, respectively (Runge, 

1895; Kutta, 1901). 

 

Some of the important significance of the paper is 

 

 The cases covered are for v = 2,…, 5. As for v = 1, 2nd order ARK2 scheme is possible. 

 For this purpose they used three techniques  

a) minimization of a common bound on the inaccuracy  
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b) minimization of a norm of the error (Dormand and Prince, 1980) 

c) satisfaction as many entity order equations as probable (Byrne and Lambert, 1966). 

 

(iii) Akanbi has increased the efficiency of explicit R-K methods by increasing terms in 

incremental function expanded by the Taylors’ series (Akanbi, 2011). The equation under 

consideration  

 

000 )(],,[)),(,()(' yxyxxxxyxfxy end                                                                          (15) 

 

has been solved by the GERK (Geometric explicit R-K method). 

 

General form is 
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The GERK technique was based on increment function 
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The assets of the function );( hhnG are very important and can be established in proving 

stability and convergence characteristics. 

 

Remarks 

This scheme is linear in 
ny  along with

nf , and is compared with the method of Nystrom, Heun, 

Kutta, optimal/Raltson, 3sGRK_1, 3sGRK_2 (Lambert, 1991; Lee, 2004). 

 

(iv) Ghanaie has interpreted a FDE by means of the robustly generalized concept of 

differentiability (Ghanaie, 2011). Using this concept the author has tried to get two 

approximations of FDE and expression of the generalized R-K approximation scheme of order 2 

and analyzed its inaccuracy. The author solved an illustration in the nuclear decay form equation 

to demonstrate that how this method is competent with other methods. 

 

(v) First and second order derivation based 3stage R-K method has been established by (Wusu et 

al., 2013). The authors have analyzed stability along with consistency of the algorithm and 

compared the accuracy of the proposed method using some examples. They considered the first 

order IVP  

 

00 )(),,()(' utuutgtu   and general form of it is specified by );,(1 huthuu nnGnn   
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The properties of the incremental function );,( hut nnG are very critical to its convergence and 

stability (Fatunla, 1988; Butcher, 2000; Akanbi and Okunuga, 2005; Akanbi, 2011). 

 

(vi) The study of time discretization of differential equations in nonlinear parabolic form has been 

done through R-K algorithm (Ostermann and Thalhammer, 2002). For analysis the property of 

linearization as uniform operator has been used. The authors have derived smooth and non-

smooth error and proved convergence for stable R-K methods. They have used some numerical 

examples to estimate the convergence. The concept is based on )(tv  to get 

0)0()),(,()()()(' vvtvtgtvtCtv  . Authors have claimed that the R-K methods are 

invariant under the proposed linearization. 

 

(vii) Considering a d-dimensional equation of the form 
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having Dx 0
 and 

dRDTtf ],[: 0
 a differentiable function R-K method have been 

applied (Cruz et al., 2013). In this for ,0h   a partition of T was established as 

Tttt N  ...10
 of the time interval ],[ 0Tt . 

 

It was notable that the local linear ODE has solution which is obtained through the solution of the 

local nonlinear ODE 
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(viii) The concept of GDN-stability and D-convergence along with R-K approach has been 

established by (Yuan et al., 2012). The authors have discussed that D-convergence is obtained by 

algebraic stability. To prove theoretical result a numerical example was given. Here the authors 

have considered  
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continuous functions such that the problem under consideration has unique solution. 
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(ix) Consider the nonlinear FDFE 
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                            (21) 

 

where 0 is a real constant, 𝑦and 𝑧are unknown vectors of complex functions, f and g are 

given vectors of complex functions, and  , satisfying )).(),(),0(,0()0(   In 2014 the 

approximation of  (21)  has been developed through R-K scheme (Yu et al., 2014). 

 

(x) Yuan and Song have discussed the convergence and stability of two-step Runge-Kutta 

methods for solving nonlinear Volterra delay integro-differential equations (Yuan and Song, 

2013). The concept of D-convergence was applied for the convergence. In this document authors 

have considered 






t

kt
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with qp, and  are smooth enough, such that it has an exclusive result )(ty and k is a positive 

delay term. 

 

9. Conclusion 
The Runge-Kutta methods fall under one step method with multiple stages. However stage 

numbers and order of the method has no generalized common relation above order four. The 

method is applicable to solve differential equation of the type’s explicit, implicit, partial 

differential equation and delay differential equation etc. The method is helpful in studying the 

solution of differential equations which have wide applications in daily life. The convergence, 

stability analysis of methods are discussed in the above reviewed papers and found that the R-K 

method is competing well with other methods for the solution of these types of equations. The 

method is efficient with good accuracy. 
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